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Abstract. A central problem in comparative genomics consists in computing a (dis-)simi-
larity measure between two genomes, e.g. in order to construct a phylogenetic tree. A large
number of such measures has been proposed in the recent past: number of reversals, number

of breakpoints, number of common or conserved intervals, SAD etc. In their initial defini-
tions, all these measures suppose that genomes contain no duplicates. However, we now
know that genes can be duplicated within the same genome. One possible approach to over-
come this difficulty is to establish a one-to-one correspondence (i.e. a matching) between
genes of both genomes, where the correspondence is chosen in order to optimize the studied
measure. Then, after a gene relabeling according to this matching and a deletion of the
unmatched signed genes, two genomes without duplicates are obtained and the measure can
be computed.
In this paper, we are interested in three measures (number of breakpoints, number of com-

mon intervals and number of conserved intervals) and three models of matching (exemplar

model, maximum matching model and non maximum matching model). We prove that, for
each model and each measure, computing a matching between two genomes that optimizes
the measure is APX-Hard. We show that this result remains true even for two genomes
G1 and G2 such that G1 contains no duplicates and no gene of G2 appears more than twice.
Therefore, our results extend those of [5–7]. Finally, we propose a 4-approximation algo-
rithm for a measure closely related to the number of breakpoints, the number of adjacencies,
under the maximum matching model, in the case where genomes contain the same number
of duplications of each gene.

Keywords: genome rearrangement, APX-Hardness, duplicates, breakpoints, adjacencies,
common intervals, conserved intervals, approximation algorithm.

1 Introduction and Preliminaries

In comparative genomics, computing a measure of (dis-)similarity between two genomes is a central
problem; such a measure can be used for instance to construct phylogenetic trees. The measures
defined so far fall into two categories: the first one contains distances, for which we count the
number of operations needed to transform a genome into another (see for instance edit distance [12]
or number of reversals [3]). The second one contains (dis-)similarity measures based on the genome
structure, such as number of breakpoints [5], conserved intervals distance [4], number of common
intervals [6], SAD and MAD [15] etc.

When genomes contain no duplicates, most measures can be computed in polynomial time.
However, assuming that genomes contain no duplicates is too limited, as it has been shown that
a great number of duplicates exists in some genomes. For example, in [11], authors estimate that
fifteen percent of genes are duplicated in the human genome. A possible approach to overcome
this difficulty is to specify a one-to-one correspondence (i.e. a matching) between genes of both
genomes and to remove the remaining genes, thus obtaining two genomes with identical gene
composition and no duplicates. This matching is chosen in order to optimize the studied measure.
Three models achieving this correspondence have been proposed : exemplar model [14], maximum
matching model [16] and non maximum matching model [2].



Let F be a set of genes, where each gene is represented by an integer. A genome G is a sequence
of signed elements (signed genes) from F . Let occ(g, G) be the number of occurrences of a gene g
in a genome G and let occ(G) = max{occ(g, G)|g is present in G}. Two genomes G1 and G2 are
called balanced iff, for each gene g, we have occ(g, G1) = occ(g, G2). Denote ηG the size of genome
G. Let G[p], 1 6 p 6 ηG, be the signed gene that occurs at position p on genome G. For any signed
gene g, let g be the signed gene having the opposite sign. Given a genome G without duplicates
and two signed genes a, b such that a is located before b, let G[a, b] be the set of genes located
between genes a and b in G. We also note [a, b]G1

the substring (i.e. the sequence of consecutive
elements) of G1 starting by a and finishing by b.
For example, consider the set F = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and the genome G1 = +1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 −
1 − 2 + 6 − 2. Then, occ(1, G1) = 2, occ(G1) = 3, G1[5] = +5 and G1[5] = −5. Now, consider
the genome G2 = +3 − 2 + 6 + 4 − 1 + 5 without duplicates. We have G2[+6,−1] = {1, 4, 6} and
[+6,−1]G2

= (+6, +4,−1).

Breakpoints, adjacencies, common and conserved intervals. Let us now define the four measures
we will study in this paper. Let G1, G2 be two genomes without duplicates and with the same
gene composition.

Breakpoint and Adjacency. Let (a, b) be a pair of consecutive signed genes in G1. We say that
the pair (a, b) induces a breakpoint of (G1, G2) if neither (a, b) nor (b, a) is a pair of consecutive
signed genes in G2. Otherwise, we say that (a, b) induces an adjacency of (G1, G2). For example,
when G1 = +1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 and G2 = +5 − 4 − 3 + 2 + 1, the pair (2, 3) in G1 induces a
breakpoint of (G1, G2) while (3, 4) in G1 induces an adjacency of (G1, G2). We note B(G1, G2)
the number of breakpoints that exist between G1 and G2.

Common interval. A common interval of (G1, G2) is a substring of G1 such that G2 contains
a permutation of this substring (not taking signs into account). For example, consider G1 =
+1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 and G2 = +2 − 4 + 3 + 5 + 1. The substring [+3, +5]G1

is a common interval
of (G1, G2). We notice that the notion of common interval does not consider the sign of genes.

Conserved interval. Consider two signed genes a and b of G1 such that a precedes b, where
the precedence relation is large in the sense that, possibly, a = b. The substring [a, b]G1

is called
a conserved interval of (G1, G2) if it satisfies the two following properties: first, either a precedes
b or b precedes a in G2; second, the set of genes located between genes a and b in G2 is equal to
G1[a, b]. For example, if G1 = +1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 and G2 = −5 − 4 + 3 − 2 + 1, the substring
[+2, +5]G1

is a conserved interval of (G1, G2).
Note that a conserved interval is actually a common interval, but with additional restrictions on
its extremities. An interval of a genome G which is either of length one (i.e. a singleton) or the
whole genome G is called a trivial interval.

Dealing with duplicates in genomes. When genomes contain duplicates, we cannot directly compute
the measures defined previously. A solution consists in finding a one-to-one correspondence (i.e. a
matching) between duplicated genes of G1 and G2, and use this correspondence to rename genes
of G1 and G2 and to delete the unmatched signed genes in order to obtain two genomes G′

1 and
G′

2 such that G′

2 is a permutation of G′

1; thus, the measure computation becomes possible. In this
paper, we will focus on three models of matching : the exemplar, maximum matching and non
maximum matching models.

– The exemplar model [14]: for each gene g, we keep in the matching only one occurrence of g
in G1 and in G2, and we remove all the other occurrences. Hence, we obtain two genomes GE

1

and GE
2 without duplicates. The pair (GE

1 , GE
2 ) is called an exemplarization of (G1, G2).

– The maximum matching model [16]: in this case, we keep in the matching the maximum
number of genes in both genomes. More precisely, we look for a one-to-one correspondence
between genes of G1 and G2 that, for each gene g, matches exactly min(occ(g, G1), occ(g, G2))
occurrences. After this operation, we delete each unmatched signed genes. The pair (GE

1 , GE
2 )

obtained by this operation is called a maximum matching of (G1, G2).
– The non maximum matching model [2]: this model is an intermediate between the exemplar

and the maximum matching models. In this new model, for each gene family g, we keep an



arbitrary number kg, 1 6 kg 6 min(occ(g, G1), occ(g, G2)), of genes in GE
1 and in GE

2 . We call
the pair (GE

1 , GE
2 ) a non maximum matching of (G1, G2).

Problems studied in this paper. Consider two genomes G1 and G2 with duplicates.
Let EBD (resp. MBD, NMBD) be the problem which consists in finding an exemplariza-

tion (GE
1 , GE

2 ) of (G1, G2) (resp. maximum matching, non maximum matching) that minimizes
the number of breakpoints between GE

1 and GE
2 . EBD is proved to be NP-Complete even if

occ(G1) = 1 and occ(G2) = 2 [5]. Some inapproximability results are given: it has been proved in [7]
that, in the general case, EBD cannot be approximated within a factor c log n, where c > 0 is a
constant, and cannot be approximated within a factor 1.36 when occ(G1) = occ(G2) = 2. Likewise,
the problem consisting in deciding if there exists an exemplarization (GE

1 , GE
2 ) of (G1, G2) such that

there is no breakpoint between GE
1 and GE

2 is NP-Complete even when occ(G1) = occ(G2) = 3.
Moreover, for two balanced genomes G1 and G2 such that k = occ(G1) = occ(G2), several ap-
proximation algorithms for MBD are given. Those approximation algorithms admit respectively
a ratio of 1.1037 when k = 2 [9], 4 when k = 3 [9] and 4k in the general case [10].

Let EComI (resp. MComI, NMComI) be the problem which consists in finding an exem-
plarization (GE

1 , GE
2 ) of (G1, G2) (resp. maximum matching, non maximum matching) such that

the number of common intervals of (GE
1 , GE

2 ) is maximized. EComI and MComI are proved to
be NP-Complete even if occ(G1) = 1 and occ(G2) = 2 in [6].

Let EConsI (resp. MConsI, NMConsI) be the problem which consists in finding an exem-
plarization (GE

1 , GE
2 ) of (G1, G2) (resp. maximum matching, non maximum matching) such that

the number of conserved intervals of (GE
1 , GE

2 ) is maximized. In [4], Blin and Rizzi have studied
the problem of computing a distance built on the number of conserved intervals. This distance
differs from the number of conserved intervals we study in this paper, mainly in the sense that
(i) it can be applied to two sets of genomes (as opposed to two genomes in our case), and (ii) the

distance between two identical genomes of length n is equal to 0 (as opposed to n(n+1)
2 in our

case). Blin and Rizzi [4] proved that finding the minimum distance is NP-Complete, under both
the exemplar and maximum matching models. A closer analysis of their proof shows that it can be
easily adapted to prove that EConsI and MConsI are NP-complete, even in the case occ(G1) = 1.

We can conclude from these results that the MBD, NMBD, NMComI and NMConsI prob-
lems are also NP-Complete, since when one genome contains no duplicates, exemplar, maximum
matching and non maximum matching models are equivalent.

In this paper, we study the approximation complexity of three measure computations: number
of breakpoints, number of conserved intervals and number of common intervals. In Section 2 and
3, we prove the APX-Harness of EComI, EConsI and EBD even when applied on genomes G1

and G2 such that occ(G1) = 1 and occ(G2) = 2 , which induce the APX-Harness under the other
models. These results extend those of papers [5–7]. In Section 4, we consider the maximum match-
ing model and a fourth measure, the number of adjacencies for which we give a 4-approximation
algorithm when genomes are balanced. Hence, we are able to provide an approximation algorithm
with constant ratio, even when the number of occurrences of genes is unbounded.

2 EComI and EConsI are APX-Hard

In this section, we prove the following theorem:

Theorem 1. EComI and EConsI are APX-Hard even when applied to genomes G1, G2 such
that occ(G1) = 1 and occ(G2) = 2.

We prove Theorem 1 by using an L-reduction [13] from the Minimum V ertex Cover problem
on cubic graphs, denoted by V C3. Let G = (V, E) be a cubic graph, i.e. for all v ∈ V, degree(v) = 3.
A set of vertices V ′ ⊆ V is called a vertex cover of G if for each edge e ∈ E, there exists a vertex
v ∈ V ′ such that e is incident to v. The problem V C3 is defined as follows:



Problem: V C3

Input: A cubic graph G = (V, E), an integer k.
Question: Does there exist a vertex cover V ′ of G such that |V ′| 6 k ?

V C3 was proved APX-Complete in [1].

2.1 Reduction

Let (G, k) be an instance of V C3, where G = (V, E) is a cubic graph with V = {v1 . . . vn} and
E = {e1 . . . em}. Consider the transformation R which associates to the graph G two genomes G1

and G2 in the following way, where each gene has a positive sign.

G1 = b1, b2, . . . , bm, x, a1, C1, f1, a2, C2, f2, . . . , an, Cn, fn, y, bm+n, bm+n−1, . . . , bm+1 (1)

G2 = y, a1, D1, f1, bm+1, a2, D2, f2, bm+2, . . . , bm+n−1, an, Dn, fn, bm+n, x (2)

with :

– for each i, 1 6 i 6 n, ai = 6i − 5, fi = 6i and Ci = (ai + 1), (ai + 2), (ai + 3), (ai + 4)
– for each i, 1 6 i 6 n + m, bi = 6n + i
– x = 7n + m + 1 and y = 7n + m + 2
– for each i, 1 6 i 6 n, Di = ai + 3, bji

, ai + 1, bki
, ai + 4, bli , ai + 2 where eji

, eki
and eli are the

edges which are incident to vi in G, with ji < ki < li.

In the following, genes bi, 1 6 i 6 m, are called markers. There is no duplicated gene in G1 and
the markers are the only duplicated genes in G2; these genes occur twice in G2. Hence, we have
occ(G1) = 1 and occ(G2) = 2.

Fig. 1. The cubic graph G.

To illustrate the reduction, consider the cubic graph G of Figure 1. From G, we construct the
following genomes G1 and G2:
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2.2 Preliminary results

In order to prove Theorem 1, we first give four intermediate lemmas. Due to space constraints,
the proofs are not given in the paper but can be found in appendix. In the following, a common
interval for the EComI problem or a conserved interval for EConsI is called a robust interval.

Lemma 1. For any exemplarization (G1, G
E
2 ) of (G1, G2), the non trivial robust intervals of

(G1, G
E
2 ) are necessarily contained in some sequence aiCifi of G1 (1 6 i 6 n).



Lemma 2. Let (G1, G
E
2 ) be an exemplarization of (G1, G2) and i ∈ [1 . . . n]. Let ∆i be a substring

of [ai + 3, ai + 2]GE
2

that does not contain any marker. If |∆i| ∈ {2, 3}, then there is no robust

interval I of (G1, G
E
2 ) such that ∆i is a permutation of I.

For more clarity, let us now introduce some notations. Given a graph G = (V, E), let V C =
{vi1 , vi2 . . . vik

} be a vertex cover of G. Let R(G) = (G1, G2) be the pair of genomes defined by
the construction described in (1) and (2). Now, let F be the function which associates to V C, G1

and G2 an exemplarization F (V C) of (G1, G2) as follows. In G2, all the markers are removed from
the sequences Di for all i 6= i1, i2 . . . ik. Next, for each marker which is still present twice, one of
its occurrences is arbitrarily removed. Since in G2 only markers are duplicated, we conclude that
F (V C) is an exemplarization of (G1, G2).

Given a cubic graph G and genomes G1 and G2 obtained by the transformation R(G), let us
define the function S which associates to an exemplarization (G1, G

E
2 ) of (G1, G2) the vertex cover

V C of G defined as follows: V C = {vi|1 6 i 6 n∧∃j ∈ {1 . . .m}, bj ∈ GE
2 [ai, fi]}. In other words,

we keep in V C the vertices vi of G for which there exists some gene bj such that bj is in GE
2 [ai, fi].

We now prove that V C is a vertex cover. Consider an edge ep of G. By construction of G1 and G2,
there exists some i, 1 6 i 6 n, such that gene bp is located between ai and fi in GE

2 . The presence
of gene bp between ai and fi implies that vertex vi belongs to V C. We conclude that each edge is
incident to at least one vertex of V C.

Let W be the function defined on {EConsI, EComI} by W (pb) = 1 if pb = EConsI and
W (pb) = 4 if pb = EComI. Let OPTP (A) be the optimum result of an instance A for an opti-
mization problem P , P ∈ {EcomI, EConsI, V C3}.

We define the function T which associates to a problem pb ∈ {EConsI, EComI} and a cubic
graph G, the number of robust trivial intervals of an exemplarization of both genomes G1 and G2

obtained by R(G) for the problem pb. Let n and m be respectively the number of vertices and the
number of edges of G. We have T (EConsI, G) = 7n + m + 2 and T (EComI, G) = 7n + m + 3.
Indeed, for EComI, there are 7n+m+2 singletons and we also need to consider the whole genome.

Lemma 3. Let pb ∈ {EcomI, EConsI}. Let G be a cubic graph and R(G) = (G1, G2). Let
(G1, G

E
2 ) be an exemplarization of (G1, G2) and let i, 1 6 i 6 n. Then only two cases can occur:

1. Either in GE
2 , all the markers from Di were removed, and in this case, there are exactly W (pb)

non trivial robust intervals involving Di.
2. Or in GE

2 , at least one marker was kept in Di, and in this case, there is no non trivial robust
interval involving Di.

Lemma 4. Let pb ∈ {EcomI, EConsI}. Let G = (V, E) be a cubic graph with V = {v1 . . . vn}
and E = {e1 . . . em} and let G1, G2 be the two genomes obtained by R(G).

1. Let V C be a vertex cover of G and denote k = |V C|. Then the exemplarization F (V C) of
(G1, G2) has at least N = W (pb) · n + T (pb, G) − W (pb) · k robust intervals.

2. Let (G1, G
E
2 ) be an exemplarization of (G1, G2) and let V C′ be the vertex cover of G obtained

by S(G1, G
E
2 ). Then |V C′| = W (pb)·n+T (pb,G)−N

W (pb) , where N is the number of robust intervals of

(G1, G
E
2 ).

2.3 Main result

Let us first define the notion of L-reduction [13]: let A and B be two optimization problems and
cA, cB be respectively their cost functions. An L-reduction from problem A to problem B is a pair
of polynomial functions R and S with the following properties:

(a) If x is an instance of A, then R(x) is an instance of B ;
(b) If x is an instance of A and y is a solution of R(x), then S(y) is a solution of x;
(c) If x is an instance of A whose optimum is OPT (x), then R(x) is an instance of B such that

OPT (R(x)) 6 α.OPT (x), where α is a positive constant ;



(d) If s is a solution of R(x), then:
|OPT (x) − cA(S(s))| 6 β|OPT (R(x)) − cB(s)| where β is a positive constant.

We prove Theorem 1 by showing that the pair (R, S) defined previously is an L-reduction from
V C3 to EConsI and from V C3 to EComI. First note that properties (a) and (b) are obviously
satisfied by R and S.

Consider pb ∈ {EcomI, EConsI}. Let G = (V, E) be a cubic graph with n vertices and m
edges. We now prove properties (c) and (d). Consider the genomes G1 and G2 obtained by R(G).
First, we need to prove that there exists α > 0 such that OPTpb(G1, G2) 6 α.OPTV C3

(G).
Since G is cubic, we have the following properties:

n > 4 (3)

m =
1

2

n∑

i=1

degree(vi) =
3n

2
(4)

OPTV C3
(G) >

m

3
=

n

2
(5)

To explain property (5), remark that, in a cubic graph G with n vertices and m edges, each
vertex covers three edges. Thus, a set of k vertices covers at most 3k edges. Hence, any vertex
cover of G must contain at least m

3 vertices.
By Lemma 3, we know that sequences of the form aiCifi, 1 6 i 6 n contain either zero or W (pb)
non trivial robust intervals. By Lemma 1, there are no other non trivial robust intervals. So, we
have the following inequality: OPTpb(G1, G2) 6 T (pb, G)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

trivial robust intervals

+W (pb) · n.

If pb = EComI, we have:

OPTEComI(G1, G2) 6 7n + m + 3 + 4n

OPTEComI(G1, G2) 6
27n

2
by (3) and (4) (6)

And if pb = EConsI, we have :

OPTEConsI(G1, G2) 6 7n + m + 2 + n

OPTEConsI(G1, G2) 6
21n

2
by (3) and (4) (7)

Altogether, by (5), (6) and (7), we prove property (c) with α = 27.
Now, let us prove property (d). Let V C = {vi1 , vi2 . . . viP

} be a minimum vertex cover of
G. Denote P = OPTV C3

(G) = |V C| and let G1 and G2 be the genomes obtained by R(G).
Let (G1, G

E
2 ) be an exemplarization of (G1, G2) and let k′ be the number of robust intervals of

(G1, G
E
2 ). Finally, let V C′ be the vertex cover of G such that V C′ = S(G1, G

E
2 ). We need to find

a positive constant β such that |P − |V C′|| 6 β|OPTpb(G1, G2) − k′|.
For pb ∈ {EcomI, EConsI}, let Npb be the number of robust intervals between the two genomes

obtained by F (V C). By the first property of Lemma 4, we have

OPTpb(G1, G2) > Npb > W (pb) · n + T (pb, G) − W (pb) · P

By the second property of Lemma 4, we have |V C′| = W (pb)·n+T (pb,G)−k′

W (pb) .

Recall that OPTpb(G1, G2) > W (pb) · n + T (pb, G) − W (pb) · P . So, it is sufficient to prove
∃β > 0, |P − |V C′|| 6 β|W (pb) · n + T (pb, G)− W (pb) · P − k′|. Since P 6 |V C′|, we have

|P−|V C′|| = |V C′|−P =
W (pb) · n + T (pb, G)− k′

W (pb)
−P =

1

W (pb)
(W (pb)·n+T (pb, G)−W (pb)·P−k′)

So β = 1 is sufficient in both cases, since W (EComI) = 4 and W (EConsI) = 1, which implies
1

W (pb) 6 1. Altogether, we then have |OPTV C3
(G) − |V C′|| 6 1 · |OPTpb(G1, G2) − k′|.



We proved that the reduction (R, S) is an L-reduction. This implies that for two genomes G1

and G2, both problems EConsI and EComI are APX-Hard even if occ(G1) = 1 and occ(G2) = 2.
Theorem 1 is proved. �

We extend in Corollary 1 our results for the maximum matching and non maximum matching
models.

Corollary 1. MComI, NMComI, MConsI and NMConsI are APX-Hard even when applied
to genomes G1, G2 such that occ(G1) = 1 and occ(G2) = 2.

3 EBD is APX-Hard

In this section, we prove the following theorem:

Theorem 2. EBD is APX-Hard even when applied to genomes G1, G2 such that occ(G1) = 1
and occ(G2) = 2.

To prove Theorem 2, we use an L-Reduction from the V C3 problem to the EBD problem. Let
G = (V, E) be a cubic graph with V = {v1 . . . vn} and E = {e1 . . . em}. For each i, 1 6 i 6 n, let
efi

, egi
and ehi

be the three edges which are incident to vi in G with fi < gi < hi. Let R′ be the
polynomial transformation which associates to G the following genomes G1 and G2, where each
gene has a positive sign:
G1 = a0 a1 b1 a2 b2 . . . an bn c1 d1 c2 d2 . . . cm dm cm+1

G2 = a0 an dfn
dgn

dhn
bn . . . a2 df2

dg2
dh2

b2 a1 df1
dg1

dh1
b1 c1 c2 . . . cm cm+1

with :

– a0 = 0, and for each i, 0 6 i 6 n, ai = i and bi = n + i
– cm+1 = 2n + m, and for each i, 1 6 i 6 m + 1, ci = 2n + i and di = 2n + m + 1 + i

We remark that there is no duplication in G1, so occ(G1) = 1. In G2, only the genes di,
1 6 i 6 m, are duplicated and occur twice. Thus occ(G2) = 2.

Let G be a cubic graph and V C be a vertex cover of G. Let G1 and G2 be the genomes obtained
by R′(G). We define F ′ to be the polynomial transformation which associates to V C, G1 and G2

the exemplarization (G1, G
E
2 ) of (G1, G2) as follows. For each i such that vi /∈ V C, we remove

from G2 the genes dfi
, dgi

and dhi
. Then, for each 1 6 j 6 m such that dj still has two occurrences

in G2, we arbitrarily remove one of these occurrences in order to obtain the genome GE
2 . Hence,

(G1, G
E
2 ) is an exemplarization of (G1, G2).

Given a cubic graph G, we construct G1 and G2 by the transformation R′(G). Given an
exemplarization (G1, G

E
2 ) of (G1, G2), let S′ be the polynomial transformation which associates

to (G1, G
E
2 ) the set V C = {vi|1 6 i 6 n, ai and bi are not consecutive in GE

2 }. We claim that
V C is a vertex cover of G. Indeed, let ep, 1 6 p 6 m, be an edge of G. Genome GE

2 contains
one occurrence of gene dp since GE

2 is an exemplarization of G2. By construction, there exists i,
1 6 i 6 n, such that dp is in GE

2 [ai, bi] and such that ep is incident to vi. The presence of dp in
GE

2 [ai, bi] implies that vertex vi belongs to V C. We can conclude that each edge of G is incident
to at least one vertex of V C.

Lemmas 5 and 6 below are used to prove that (R′, S′) is an L-Reduction from the V C3

problem to the EBD problem. Let G = (V, E) be a cubic graph with V = {v1, v2 . . . vn} and
E = {e1, e2 . . . em} and let us construct (G1, G2) by the transformation R′(G).

Lemma 5. Let V C be a vertex cover of G and (G1, G
E
2 ) the exemplarization given by F ′(V C).

Then |V C| = k ⇒ B(G1, G
E
2 ) 6 n + 2m + k + 1, where B(G1, G

E
2 ) is the number of breakpoints

between G1 and GE
2 .

Lemma 6. Let (G1, G
E
2 ) be an exemplarization of (G1, G2) and V C′ be the vertex cover of G

obtained by S′(G1, G
E
2 ). We have B(G1, G

E
2 ) = k′ ⇒ |V C′| = k′ − n − 2m − 1.

Lemma 7. The inequality OPTEBD(G1, G2) 6 12 · OPTV C3
(G) holds.



Lemma 8. Let (G1, G
E
2 ) be an exemplarization of (G1, G2) and let V C′ be the vertex cover of G

obtained by S′(G1, G
E
2 ). Then, we have |OPTV C3

(G)− |V C′|| 6 |OPTEBD(G1, G2)−B(G1, G
E
2 )|

Lemmas 7 and 8 prove that the pair (R′, S′) is an L-reduction from V C3 to EBD. Hence,
EBD is APX-Hard even if occ(G1) = 1 and occ(G2) = 2, and Theorem 2 is proved. We extend
in Corollary 2 our results for the maximum matching and non maximum matching models.

Corollary 2. The MEBD and NMEBD problems are APX-Hard even when applied to genomes
G1, G2 such that occ(G1) = 1 and occ(G2) = 2.

4 Approximating the number of adjacencies

For two balanced genomes G1 and G2, several approximation algorithms for computing the num-
ber of breakpoints between G1 and G2 are given for the maximum matching model [9, 10]. We
propose in this section a 4-approximation algorithm to compute a maximum matching of two
balanced genomes that maximizes the number of adjacencies (as opposed to minimizing the num-
ber of breakpoints). Remark that, as opposed to the results in [9, 10], our approximation ratio
is independent of the maximum number of duplicates. We first define the problem AdjD we are
interested in as follows:

Problem: AdjD
Input: Two balanced genomes G1 and G2.
Question: Find a maximum matching (G′

1, G
′

2) of (G1, G2) which maximizes the number
of adjacencies between G′

1 and G′

2.

In [8], a 4-approximation algorithm for the weighted 2-interval Pattern problem (W2IP ) is
given. In the following, we first define W2IP , and then we present how we can relate any instance
of AdjD to an instance of W2IP .

The weighted 2-interval Pattern problem. A 2-interval is the union of two disjoint intervals de-
fined over a single sequence. For a 2-interval D = (I, J), we suppose that the interval I does
not overlap J and that I precedes J . We will denote this relation by I < J . We say that two
2-intervals D1 = (I1, J1) and D2 = (I2, J2) are disjoint if D1 and D2 have no common point
(i.e. (I1 ∪ J1) ∩ (I2 ∪ J2) = ∅). Three possible relations exist between two disjoint 2-intervals:
(1) D1 ≺ D2, if I1 < J1 < I2 < J2; (2) D1 ⊏ D2, if I2 < I1 < J1 < J2; (3) D1 ≬ D2, if
I1 < I2 < J1 < J2.
We say that a pair of 2-intervals D1 and D2 is R-comparable for some R ∈ {≺, ⊏, ≬}, if either
(D1, D2) ∈ R or (D2, D1) ∈ R. A set of 2-intervals D is R-comparable for some R ⊆ {≺, ⊏, ≬},
R 6= ∅, if any pair of distinct 2-intervals in D is R-comparable for some R ∈ R. The non-empty
set R is called a R-model. We can define W2IP as follows:

Problem: Weighted 2-interval Pattern (W2IP )
Input: A set D of 2-intervals, a R-model R ⊆ {≺, ⊏, ≬} with R 6= ∅, a weighted function
w : D 7→ R.
Question: Find a maximum weight R-comparable subset of D.

Transformation. We now describe how to transform any instance of AdjD into an instance of
W2IP . Let G1 and G2 be two balanced genomes. Two intervals I1 of G1 and I2 of G2 are said
to be identical if they correspond to the same string (up to a complete reversal, where a reversal
also changes all the signs). We denote by Make2I the construction of the 2-intervals set obtained
from the concatenation of G1 and G2. Make2I is defined as follows: for any pair (I1, I2) of
identical intervals of G1, G2, we construct a 2-interval D = (I1, I2) of weight |I1| − 1. We note
D = Make2I(G1, G2) the set of all 2-intervals obtained in this way. Figure 2 gives an example of
such a construction. We now define how to tranform any solution of W2IP into a solution of AdjD.



Fig. 2. 2-intervals induced by genomes G1 = 1 2 −3 2 1 and G2 = 2 1 3 −2 −1. For readability, singleton
intervals are not drawn. The dotted 2-interval is of weight 2, while all the others are of weight 1.

Let G1 and G2 be two balanced genomes and let D = Make2I(G1, G2). Let S be a solution of
W2IP over the {≺, ⊏, ≬}-model for D. We denote by W2IP to AdjD the transformation of S into
a maximum matching (G′

1, G
′

2) of G1, G2) defined as follows. First, for each 2-interval D = (I1, I2)
of S, we match the genes of I1 and I2 in the natural way; then, in order to achieve a maximum
matching (since each gene is not necessarily covered by a 2-interval of S), we apply the following
greedy algorithm: iteratively, we match arbitrarily two unmatched genes present in both G1 and
G2, until no such gene exist. After a relabeling of signed genes, we obtain a maximum matching
(G′

1, G
′

2) of (G1, G2).

Lemma 9. Let G1 and G2 be two balanced genomes and let D = Make2I(G1, G2). Let S be
a solution of W2IP over the {≺, ⊏, ≬}-model. Let WS be the weight of S. Then the maximum
matching (G′

1, G
′

2) of (G1, G2) obtained by W2IP to AdjD(S) induces at least WS adjacencies.

Lemma 10. Let G1 and G2 be two balanced genomes and let (G′

1, G
′

2) be a maximum matching
of (G1, G2). Let D = Make2I(G1, G2).
Let W be the number of adjacencies induced by (G′

1, G
′

2) between G1 and G2. Then there exists a
solution S of W2IP over the {≺, ⊏, ≬}-model for D with weight equal to W .

We now describe the algorithm ApproxAdjD and then prove that it is a 4-approximation of
the problem AdjD by Theorem 3.

Algorithm 1 ApproxAdjD

Require: Two balanced genomes G1 and G2.
Ensure: A maximum matching (G′

1, G
′

2) of (G1, G2).
– Construct the set of weighted 2-intervals D = Make2I(G1, G2)
– Invoke the 4-approximation algorithm of Crochemore et al. [8] to obtain a solution S of W2IP over

the {≺, ⊏, ≬}-model for D
– Construct the maximal matching (G′

1, G
′

2) = W2IP to AdjD(S)

Theorem 3. Algorithm ApproxAdjD is a 4-approximation algorithm for AdjD.

Proof. Let G1 and G2 be two balanced genomes and let D = Make2I(G1, G2). We first prove
that the optimum of AdjD for (G1, G2) is equal to the optimum of W2IP . Let OPTAdjD be the
optimum of AdjD for (G1, G2). By Lemma 10, we know that there exists a solution S for W2IP
with weight WS = OPTAdjD. Now, suppose that there exists a solution S′ for W2IP with weight
WS′ > WS . Then, by Lemma 9, there exists a solution for AdjD with weight W > WS′ . However,
WS′ > WS by hypothesis, a contradiction to the fact that WS = OPTAdjD. Therefore, the two
problems have the same optimum and, as a result, any approximation ratio for W2IP implies the
same approximation ratio for AdjD. In [8], a 4-approximation algorithm is proposed for W2IP ;
this directly implies thatApproxAdjD is a 4-approximation algorithm for AdjD. �

5 Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we have first given new approximation complexity results for several optimization
problems in genomic rearrangement. We focused on breakpoints, conserved and common intervals



measures and we took into account the presence of duplicates. We restricted our proofs to cases
where one genome contains no duplicates and the other contains no more than two occurrences
of each gene. With this assumption, we proved that the problems consisting in computing an
exemplarization (resp. a maximum matching, a non-maximum matching) optimizing one of these
measures is APX-Hard, thus extending the results of [5–7]. For that, we used an L-reduction from
vertex cover on cubic graphs. In a second part of this paper, we gave a 4-approximation algorithm
for computing the number of adjacencies of two balanced genomes under the maximum matching
model. We note that our approximation ratio we obtain is constant, even when the number of
occurrences in genomes is unbounded.
The problems studied in this paper are APX-Hard, but some approximation algorithms exist
when genomes are balanced [9, 10]. However, it remains open whether approximation algorithms
exist when genomes are not balanced. It has been shown in [7] that deciding if two genomes G1

and G2 have zero breakpoint under the exemplar model is NP-Complete even when occ(G1) =
occ(G2) = 3 (problem ZEBD). This result implies that the EBD problem cannot be approximated
in that case. Another open question is the complexity of ZEBD when no gene appears more that
twice in the genome.
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Appendix (Program committee version only)

Proof (Lemma 1). We start by proving the lemma for common intervals, and we will then extend
it to conserved intervals. First, we prove that for any exemplarization (G1, G

E
2 ) of (G1, G2), each

common interval I such that |I| > 2 and which contains x (resp. y) also contains y (resp. x),
which implies that I covers the whole genome. Suppose there exists a common interval Ix such
that |Ix| > 2 and Ix contains x. Let PIx be the permutation of Ix in GE

2 . The interval Ix must
contain either bm or a1. Let us detail each of the two cases:

(a) If Ix contains bm, then PIx contains bm too. Notice that there is some i, 1 6 i 6 n, such that
bm belongs to Di in GE

2 . Then PIx contains all genes between Di and x in GE
2 . Thus PIx

contains bm+n. Consequently, Ix contains bm+n and it also contains y.
(b) If Ix contains a1, then PIx contains a1 too. Then PIx contains all genes between a1 and x.

Thus PIx contains bm+n. Hence, Ix contains bm+n and then it also contains y.

Now, suppose that Iy is a common interval such that |Iy | > 2 and Iy contains y. Let PIy be
the permutation of Iy on GE

2 . The interval Iy must contain either bm+n or fn. Let us detail each
of the two cases:

(a) If Iy contains bm+n, then PIy contains bm+n too. Thus PIy contains all genes between bm+n

and y. Hence PIy contains all the sequences Di, 1 6 i 6 n. In particular, PIy contains all the
markers and consequently Iy must contain x.

(b) If Iy contains fn, then PIy contains fn too. Then PIy contains all genes between fn and y.
In particular, PIy contains bm+n−1 and then it contains Iy too. Hence, Iy also contains bm+n,
similarly to the previous case. Thus Iy contains x.

We conclude that each non singleton common interval containing either x or y necessarily
contains both x and y. Therefore, and by construction of G2, there is only one such interval, that
is G1 itself. Hence, any non trivial common interval is necessarily, in G1, either strictly on the left
of x, between x and y, or strictly on the right of y. Let us analyze these different cases:

– Let I be a non trivial common interval situated strictly on the left of x in G1. Thus I is
a sequence of at least two consecutive markers. Since in any exemplarization (G1, G

E
2 ) of

(G1, G2), every marker has neighboring genes which are not markers, this contradicts the fact
that I is a common interval.

– Let I be a non trivial common interval situated strictly on the right of y in G1. Then I is a
substring of bm+n, . . . , bm+1 containing at least two genes. In any exemplarization (G1, G

E
2 )

of (G1, G2), for each pair (bm+i, bm+i+1), with 1 6 i < n, we have ai+1 ∈ GE
2 [bm+i, bm+i+1].

This contradicts the fact that I is strictly on the right of y in G1.
– Let I be a non trivial common interval lying between x and y in G1. For any exemplarization

(G1, G
E
2 ) of (G1, G2), a common interval cannot contain, in G1, both fi and ai+1 for some i,

1 6 i 6 n− 1 (since bm+1 is situated between fi and ai+1 in GE
2 and on the right of x in G1).

Hence, a non trivial common interval of (G1, G
E
2 ) is included in some sequence aiCifi in G1,

1 6 i 6 n. This proves the lemma for common intervals.
By definition, any conserved interval is necessarily a common interval. So, a non trivial con-
served interval of (G1, G

E
2 ) is included in some sequence aiCifi in G1, 1 6 i 6 n. The lemma

is proved. �

Proof (Lemma 2). First, we prove that there is no permutation I of ∆i such that I is a common
interval of (G1, G

E
2 ). Next, we show that there is no permutation I of ∆i such that I is a conserved

interval. By Lemma 1, we know that a non trivial common interval of (G1, G
E
2 ) is a substring of

some sequence aiCifi, 1 6 i 6 n. This substring contains only consecutive integers. Therefore,
if there exists a permutation I of ∆i such that I is a common interval of (G1, G

E
2 ), then ∆i

must be a permutation of consecutive integers. If |∆i| = 2, we have ∆i = (p, q) where p and



q are not consecutive integers and if |∆i| = 3, then we have ∆i = (ai + 3, ai + 1, ai + 4) or
∆i = (ai + 1, ai + 4, ai + 2). In these three cases, ∆i is not a permutation of consecutive integers.
Hence, there is no permutation I of ∆i such that I is a common interval of (G1, G

E
2 ). Moreover,

any conserved interval is also a common interval. Thus, there is no permutation I of ∆i such that
I is a conserved interval of (G1, G

E
2 ). �

Proof (Lemma 3). We first prove the lemma for the EComI problem and then we extend it to
EConsI. Lemma 1 implies that each non trivial common interval I of (G1, G

E
2 ) is contained in

some substring of aiCifi, 1 6 i 6 n. So, the permutation of I on GE
2 is contained in a substring

of aiDifi, 1 6 i 6 n. Consider i, 1 6 i 6 n, suppose that all the markers from Di are removed on
GE

2 . Thus, aiCifi, Ci, aiCi and Cifi are common intervals of (G1, G
E
2 ). Let us now show that there

is no other non trivial common interval involving Di. Let ∆i be a substring of [ai + 3, ai + 2]GE
2

such that |∆i| ∈ {2, 3}. By Lemma 2, we know that ∆i is not a common interval. The remaining
intervals are (ai, ai + 3), (ai, ai + 3, ai + 1), (ai, ai + 3, ai + 1, ai + 4), (ai + 1, ai + 4, ai + 2, fi),
(ai + 4, ai + 2, fi) and (ai + 2, fi). By construction, none of them can be a common interval,
because none of them is a permutation of consecutive integers. Hence, there are only four non
trivial common intervals involving Di in GE

2 . Among these four common intervals, only aiCifi is
a conserved interval too. In the end, if all the markers are removed from Di, there are exactly
four non trivial common intervals and one non trivial conserved interval involving Di. So, given
a problem pb ∈ {EcomI, EconsI}, there are exactly W (pb) non trivial robust intervals involving
Di.

Now, suppose that at least one marker of Di is kept in GE
2 . Lemma 1 shows that each non

trivial common interval I of (G1, G
E
2 ) is contained in some substring of aiCifi, 1 6 i 6 n. Since

no marker is present in a sequence aiCifi, we deduce that there does not exist any trivial common
interval containing a marker. So, a non trivial common interval involving Di only, must contain a
substring ∆i of [ai +3, ai +2]GE

2

such that ∆i contains no marker. Since no marker is an extremity

of [ai+3, ai+2]GE
2

, we have |∆i| 6 3. By Lemma 2, we know that ∆i is not a common interval. The
remaining intervals to be considered are the intervals ai∆i and ∆ifi. By construction of aiCifi,
these intervals are not common intervals (the absence of gene ai + 2 for ai∆i and of gene ai + 3
for ∆ifi implies that these intervals are not a permutation of consecutive integers). Hence, these
intervals cannot be conserved intervals either. �

Proof (Lemma 4). 1. Let pb ∈ {EcomI, EConsI}. Let G be a cubic graph and let G1 and G2 be
the two genomes obtained by R(G). Suppose there is a vertex cover V C of G and denote k = |V C|.
Let (G1, G

E
2 ) be the exemplarization of (G1, G2) obtained by F (V C). By construction, we have

at least (n − k) substrings Di in GE
2 for which all the markers are removed. By Lemma 3, we

know that each of these substrings implies the existence of W (pb) non trivial robust intervals.
So, we have at least W (pb)(n − k) non trivial robust intervals. Moreover, it is easy to see that
the number of trivial robust intervals of (G1, G

E
2 ) is exactly T (pb, G). Thus, we have at least

N = W (pb) · n + T (pb, G)− W (pb) · k robust intervals of (G1, G
E
2 ).

2. Let (G1, G
E
2 ) be an exemplarization of (G1, G2) and n − j be the number of sequences Di,

1 6 i 6 n, for which all markers have been deleted in GE
2 . Then, by Lemmas 1 and 3, the number

of robust intervals of (G1, G
E
2 ) is equal to N = W (pb) · n + T (pb, G) − W (pb) · j. Let V C ′ be the

vertex cover obtained by S(G1, G
E
2 ). Each marker has one occurrence in GE

2 and these occurrences

lie in j sequences Di. So, by definition of S, we conclude that |V C′| = j = W (pb)·n+T (pb,G)−N

W (pb) . �

Proof (Corollary 1). The maximum matching and non maximum matching models are identical to
the exemplar model when one genome contains no duplicates. Hence, the APX-Hardness result for
EComI (resp. EConsI) also holds for MComI and NMComI (resp. MConsI and NMConsI).
�



Proof (Lemma 5). Suppose |V C| = k. Let us list the breakpoints between genomes G1 and GE
2

obtained by F ′(R′(G), V C). The pairs (bi, ai+1), 1 6 i 6 n−1, and (bn, c1) induce one breakpoint
each. For all 1 6 i 6 m, each pair of the form (ci, di) (resp. (di, ci+1)) induces one breakpoint. For
all 1 6 i 6 n such that vi ∈ V C, (ai, bi) induces at most one breakpoint. Finally, the pair (a0, a1)
induces one breakpoint. Thus there are at most n + 2m + k + 1 breakpoints of (G1, G

E
2 ). �

Proof (Lemma 6). Let (G1, G
E
2 ) be an exemplarization of (G1, G2) and V C′ be the vertex cover

obtained by S′(G1, G
E
2 ). Suppose B(G1, G

E
2 ) = k′. For any exemplarization (G1, G

E
2 ) of (G1, G2),

the following breakpoints always occur: the pair (a0, a1); for each i, 1 6 i 6 m, each pair (ci, di)
and (di, ci+1); for each i, 1 6 i 6 n − 1, the pair (bi, ai+1); the pair (bn, c1). Thus, we have at
least n + 2m + 1 breakpoints. The other possible breakpoints are induced by pairs of the form
of (ai, bi). Since we have B(G1, G

E
2 ) = k′, there are exactly k′ − n − 2m − 1 such breakpoints.

By construction of V C′, the cardinality of V C′ is equal to the number of breakpoints induced by
pairs of the form (ai, bi). So, we have: |V C′| = k′ − n − 2m − 1. �

Proof (Lemma 7). For a cubic graph G with n vertices and m edges, we have 2m = 3n (see (4))
and OPTV C3

(G) > n
2 (see (5)). By construction of the genomes G1 and G2, any exemplarization

of (G1, G2) contains 2n + 2m + 1 genes in each genome. Thus, we have OPTEBD(G1, G2) 6
2n + 2m + 1 6 6n. Hence, we conclude that OPTEBD(G1, G2) 6 12 · OPTV C3

(G). �

Proof (Lemma 8). Let (G1, G
E
2 ) be an exemplarization of (G1, G2) and V C′ be the vertex cover

of G obtained by S′(G1, G
E
2 ). Let V C be a vertex cover of G such that |V C| = OPTV C3

(G). We
know that OPTV C3

(G) 6 |V C′| and OPTEBD(G1, G2) 6 B(G1, G
E
2 ). So, it is sufficient to prove

|V C′| − OPTV C3
(G) 6 B(G1, G

E
2 ) − OPTEBD(G1, G2).

By Lemma 5, we have B(F ′(V C)) 6 n+2m+1+OPTV C3
, which implies OPTEBD(G1, G2) 6

B(F ′(V C)) 6 n + 2m + 1 + OPTV C3
, that is

B(G1, G
E
2 ) − OPTEBD(G1, G2) > B(G1, G

E
2 ) − n − 2m − 1 − OPTV C3

(G) (8)

By Lemma 6, we have: |V C′| = B(G1, G
E
2 ) − n − 2m − 1 which implies

|V C′| − OPTV C3
(G) = B(G1, G

E
2 ) − n − 2m− 1 − OPTV C3

(G) (9)

Finally, by (8) and (9), we get |V C′| − OPTV C3
6 B(G1, G

E
2 ) − OPTEBD(G1, G2). �

Proof (Corollary 2). The maximum matching and non maximum matching models are identical
to the exemplar model when one genome contains no duplicates. Hence, the APX-Hardness result
for EBD also holds for MBD and NMBD. �

Proof (Lemma 9). Let WS be the weight of S. We construct the maximum matching (G′

1, G
′

2) of
(G1, G2) as using the transformation W2IP to AdjD. First, we have matched, for each 2-interval
D = (I1, I2) of S, the genes of I1 and I2 in the natural way. This operation implies, for each
2-interval D = (I1, I2) of S, |I1|−1 adjacencies since I1 and I2 are identical. By construction of D,
this operation induces WS adjacencies altogether. The second operation is the greedy algorithm for
which no adjacency is suppressed (note that other adjacencies might be created). Hence, (G′

1, G
′

2)
induces at least WS adjacencies. �



Proof (Lemma 10). Let (G′

1, G
′

2) be a maximum matching of (G1, G2) and let n be the size of
G′

1. Suppose that there exist W adjacencies between G′

1 and G′

2. There exists a unique partition
P(G′

1
,G′

2
) = {s1, s2 . . . sp} of genome G′

1 into p substrings such that for each i, 1 6 i < p, si and
si+1 are separated by one breakpoint and such that no breakpoint appears in si, 1 6 i 6 p.
This partition implies that there exists p − 1 breakpoints between G′

1 and G′

2, and consequently,
n − p adjacencies. To each substring si of P(G′

1
,G′

2
) in G′

1, corresponds a unique substring ti in
G′

2, for which si and ti are identical. Moreover, each substring si of size li, 1 6 i 6 p, contains
li − 1 adjacencies. We construct the 2-interval set S as the union of Si = (ŝi, t̂i), 1 6 i 6 p,
where ŝi (resp. t̂i) is the interval obtained from si (resp. ti). The partition P implies that the
2-intervals created are disjoint and thus {≺, ⊏, ≬}-comparable and the weight of S is equal to
∑p

i=1 (li − 1) =
∑p

i=1 li −
∑p

i=1 1 = n − p = W . �


